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Space 2048 for Mac OS Released
Published on 10/03/14
New York based RoGame Software announces the release of Space 2048 for Mac OS. Space
2048
recreates the 2048 game in outer space with amazing visuals, animations and the universe
as background. It has great sound effects, includes a soundtrack and has you move entire
planets to get to your score in style, surrounded by asteroids, suns and galaxies. Space
2048 is the full game - no add ons needed and it makes for great entertainment for the
entire family.
Rochester, New York - Single player games are a breed of their own. Unlike in chess or
backgammon there is no opponent and at times not even a winner. We play these games
because they provide a moment of respite - a chance to wrap one's thoughts around
something non-vital yet challenging. These games are less about winning and more about
spending some time "away."
Space 2048 emphasizes the mini-vacation aspect of the single-player game and moves us
right into outer space. The backdrops are some of the most fantastic images taken by the
Hubble Space Telescope with captions in the lower left screen to inform us if we are
looking at the Antennae Galaxies, the Mystic Mountain or maybe the famous Ring Nebula.
Contributing greatly to the already quite fantastic atmosphere is the aural landscape of
the game. It consists of deep rumbling sound effects that comment on the merging of
planets, the achievement of a new level in moves or points and an entire soundtrack. The
latter is barely audible at the beginning and slowly evolves into a part of the game's
soundscape.
Game pieces are rotating planets expensively rendered in 3D each with their distinct
character, some earth-like, some volcanic and some with moon. They are moved via the
on-screen arrow buttons, WASD or arrow keys on the keyboard.
Quick Features:
* Fully animated with superb visuals
* Great soundtrack and effects
* History of played games
* Undo and Resume functionality
* Supports arrow keys and WASD input
* Complete game - no add ons needed
* Enabled for Family Sharing
Space 2048 makes for ideal casual entertainment. The galactic backgrounds become more
dramatic the further along you get in your game and you keep adding new planets. The
soundtrack specifically written for Space 2048 enhances the overall atmosphere as soft
background component. And most importantly there still is the challenge - to get to the
magic number. Space 2048 is enabled for Family Sharing and really is great entertainment
for the entire family.
Language Support:
Space 2048 is localized into Chinese, Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German,
Greek, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Thai, Turkish and
Vietnamese.
System Requirements:
* Mac OS 10.6.6 or later
* 73.1 MB
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Pricing and Availability:
Space 2048 (v1.0.0) costs $3.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) for Mac OS.
It is available worldwide exclusively through the Mac App Store in the games category.
RoGame Software:
http://www.rogame.com
Space 2048 (v1.0.0):
http://mac.rogame.com/pages/Space2048.html
Purchase and Download (MAS):
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/space-2048/id905702971?mt=12
Screenshot:
http://mac.rogame.com/gfx/space2048_screens/_fullSize/01_main.jpg
Application Icon:
http://mac.rogame.com/gfx/space2048_screens/Icon_1024.jpg

RoGame Software is located in Rochester, NY and provides quality software for iOS and Mac
OS X systems. All Material and Software (C) 2014 RoGame Software / All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, and Mac are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S.
and/or other countries.
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